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Lushootseed has a set of verbal endings which Hess (1993a) classifies as either patient-ori-
enting or agent-orienting suffixes. Patient-orienting suffixes increase the valency of stems, as
do some agent-orienting suffixes, cf. (1): D = deictic; Ä = feminine; P = preposition; pnt = punctual

(1) (a) úu+gã\�©+\d tsi �©a�©as
PNT+seek+    patient   DÄ child
Ôhe/she looked for the girlÕ

(b) úu+gã\�©+\btsi �©a�©as
PNT+seek+    agent   DÄ child
Ôthe girl looked for him/herÕ

(2) (a) úu+gã\�©+\d �\d tsi �©a�©as
PNT+seek+    patient   I DÄ child
ÔI looked for the girlÕ

(b) úu+gã\�©+\b �\d ú\ tsi �©a�©as
PNT+seek+    agent   I P DÄ child
ÔI looked for the girlÕ

¥ valency-increasing morphemes such as these add participants to the profile of an event by
adding a link to the action chain (I) described by that event

¥ the agent-orienting suffix -b ÔmiddleÕ adds an agent, but forms intransitive verbs
¥ patient-orienting suffixesÑ -s ÔapplicativeÕ, -t ÔtransitivizerÕ, -dxã Ôlack of controlÕ, and -txã

ÔcausativeÕÑadd an agent to an event-profile, but form transitive verbs

Cross-linguistically, instrumentals, causatives, and applicatives are known to increase the va-
lency of verbs (Comrie 1989); the analysis presented here will show that (other than -s)
Lushootseed valency-increasing suffixes are all causatives of a sort, the transitivity of the stems
they form depending on their degree of conformity with the transitive archetype (II).

I) The action chain (Langacker 1991)
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II) The transitive archetype

Transitivity and causation have been related in the literature (Hopper & Thompson 1980; Shi-
batani 1976; Comrie & Polinsky 1993). Langacker (1991) explicitly describes transitivity as a
function of causal relations, the transitive event following the prototype in (4):

(4) initiator endpoint

affects
EI

(based on Kemmer 1993: 50)

¥ two-place chain with distinct participants
¥ initiator transfers energy to endpoint
¥ initiator-endpoint interaction is causative
¥ endpoint undergoes ÔinternalÕ change of

state (small arrow), ∴  endpoint is affected

III) Cognitive Grammar Representations

a) trajector (tr): primary clausal figure (sub-
ject). Dark lines = profiled elements.

b) landmark (lm): secondary clausal figure
whose relation to tr = meaning of word.
Here lm is referential landmark; when a
clausal participant, lm = direct object.
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IV) Two important constraints of Lushootseed grammar

a) Only one third-person direct actant (subject or direct object) may be overt in a clause: in
transitive clauses, third-person subjects are elided (1a); first- and second-person subjects in
transitive clauses are realizable as pronominals (2a), which are not NPs.

b) Oblique (intransitive) objects are not in the verbÕs profile and surface as a PP (2b).

V) Radical stems

Lushootseed verbs are formed on intransitive roots or ÔradicalsÕ (Hess 1993b); these may ex-
press the result of a transitive event, and take the endpoint as subject/trajector:

(6) (a) úu+pus �\d
PNT+beáhitábyáflyingáobject I
ÔI am/was struck (by a flying object)Õ

(b) úu+�©axã �\d
PNT+beástruckábyástick I
ÔI am/was struck (by a stick)Õ

(Hess & Hilbert 1976: II, 136)

¥ radicals do not distinguish adjective from verb, the verbal notion of a relation over time
being added by verbal affixes (cf. Giv�n 1979 and Bhat 1994 for cross-linguistic per-
spectives on verb-adjective conflation)

Agent-Orienting Suffixes

VI) -b ÔmiddleÕ

¥ in middle voice, a subject acts Ôon herself/himself (reflexive) or for herself/himselfÕ (Trask
1993: 171), entailing a lack of distinguishability of event-participants (Kemmer 1993) and
partial identification of participants in distinct semantic roles (Beck 1996)

¥ in Lushootseed both of TraskÕs middle meanings are realized by the suffix -b (MD)

(7) Causative middle

tr I

E

(a) ñ©ac© > ñ©ac©+\b
ÔcinchedÕ Ôcinch up oneÕs beltÕ

(b) düakã > düakãa+b
Ôshake, rockÕ Ôwag oneÕs tailÕ

(c) §ab > §ab+\b
ÔdryÕ Ôdry sthÕ

(d) q©ã\l > q©ã\l+b
ÔripeÕ Ôcook sthÕ

¥ initiator (tr) is in a causal relation to an endpoint in its possessive domain (cf. LangackerÕs
1991 ÔdominionÕ), causing partial identification of the endpoint with the subject (more spe-
cifically, with the subjectÕs body or the subjectÕs interests)

¥ initiator is profiled, endpoint is not and must be realized with the preposition ú\
¥ canonical middle is the only middle that increases valency, but it is not transitivizing

(8) Reflexive middle

tr I

E

(a) h\dúiw© > h\dúiw©+b
ÔinsideÕ Ôgo inside (house)Õ

(b) p©il > p©il+\b
ÔflatÕ Ôgo flatÕ

(c) düañ© > düañ©+\b
ÔconfusedÕ Ômake mistakeÕ

¥ trajector acts upon itself rather than on a separate entity (initiator ≈ endpoint)
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¥ similar in meaning to the true reflexive, which is formed from transitive verbs with a re-
flexive pronominalÑhowever, reflexives imply that tr is a unitary entity (I = E)

(7) and (8) are related schematically to the prototypical middle in (9):

(9) Prototypical middle

tr

E

I

Each of the morphemes above elaborates
slightly on the pattern of the prototype, in
which the initiator/trajector acts within its
possessive domain and is identified with the
endpoint, taking on the role of affected par-
ticipant. The endpoint may be the tr itself (re-
flexive middle), or it may be another object in
its domain (causative middle), thereby adding
to the valency of the stem.

¥ reflexive use of -b expresses the limited causation involved in tr acting upon itself
¥ the causative middle adds a link to the action chain: the initiator acts causally on an end-

point in its possessive domain, resulting in partial identification of I and E
¥ middle voice does not conform to the canonical event model in (4), which requires two

highly distinguishable event-participants (Hopper & Thompson 1980): thus, -b forms in-
transitive clauses

Patient-Orienting Suffixes

VII) -t Ôevent-internal causativeÕ

¥ adds a link to the action chain by adding an agent which acts on the endpoint
¥ object/endpoint of causative verb corresponds to the subject/trajector of the radical
¥ -t (ICS) has one prototypical representation and one subschema

Prototype is the transitive archetype:

(10)
EI

(a) Âi�© > Âi�©i+d
Ôget cutÕ Ôcut sthÕ

(b) p©il > p©ili+d
ÔflatÕ Ôflatten sthÕ

(c) q©ã\l > q©ã\l+d
ÔripeÕ Ôcook sthÕ

(d) l\q > l\q+\d
ÔhearÕ Ôhear sthÕ

¥ (d) modelled on (10) by analogy

Subschema = verb + instrument:

(a) pus > pusu+d
Ôhit by flying obj.Õ Ôpelt s.o. (with sth)Õ

(b) t©uc© > t©uc©u+d
Ôget shotÕ Ôshoot (sth at) s.o.Õ

(11)

I E
tr l m

¥ instrument is unprofiled and may be re-
alized by a prepositional phrase with ú\

¥ related to instrumental and transitive-
causative schemas in other languages (see
Kemmer & Verhagen 1994)

¥ because the event-internal causative conforms so closely to the transitive archetype, -t has
been referred to as a ÔtransitivizerÕ; however, other suffixes affect valency in the same way



VIII) ----ttttxxxxãããã Ôevent-external causativeÕ

¥ adds participant (tr) which is initiator of separate process of which it is not the trajector

(12)
tr l m 1

2l mI E

(a) ú\ñ© > ú\ñ©+txã
ÔcomeÕ Ôbring sthÕ

(b) úib\§ > úib\§+txã
ÔwalkÕ Ôtake s.o. for a walkÕ

(c) §uÂ > §uÂ+txã
ÔseeÕ ÔshowÕ

¥ the notion of Ôseparate processÕ is a matter of construal and in practice there is con-
siderable overlap in direct- and indirect-causation (ics)

(a) h\dúiw©+d h\dúiw©+txã
Ôtake sth insideÕ Ôtake sth insideÕ

(b) sula+d sula+txã
Ôplace sth in centre of roomÕ Ôbring sth to centre of roomÕ

(c) düaq©a+d düaq©+txã
Ôfell sthÕ Ôlay s.o.Õ

(d) úup©u+d úup©+txã
Ôseat s.o. on oneÕs lapÕ Ôseat s.o. on anotherÕs lapÕ

IX) -ddddxxxxãããã Ôlack of controlÕ

¥ creates a transitive stem designating an event in which the initiator does not have com-
plete control over the outcome

¥ there are two construals, depending on which participant is felt to cause the initiatorÕs lack
of controlÑthe initiator itself, or the endpoint

(13) Result achieved with difficulty

tr l m

I

(a) kã\da+d kã\d+(d)xã
Ôtake sthÕ Ômanage to get sthÕ

(b) Å\c Å\c+dxã
Ôbe afraidÕ Ôscare s.o.Õ

(14) Subject acts inadvertantly

tr l m

E

(c) gãal+d gãal+dxã
Ôcapsize sthÕ Ôhappen to capsize sthÕ

(d) laÅ laÅ+dxã
ÔrememberÕ Ôremember sthÕ

¥ in (b) tr can not control lmÕs reaction
¥ (d) reflects lack of full control over

memory and other mental functions
¥ radicals have a ÔpreferredÕ subschema
¥ context may force the opposite reading,

giving us the schema in (15)

(15) Lack of control (LC) prototype

tr lm

EI

¥ patient-orienting suffixes encode causation by adding an agent to the action chain, thereby
increasing valency and creating a transitive verb

¥ suffixes differ from one another in encoding degree of subject control or involvement
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X) Passive voice

¥ passive voice demotes transitive subject to oblique position and promotes transitive object
to subject (MelÕ�uk 1993)

¥ formed by combining an applicative or another patient-orienting suffix with middle -b
¥ used to realize two overt third-person participants in a clause

(a) úu+§aba+t+\b ú\ tsi luñ© ti súuladxã
PNT+dry+ICS+MD P DÄ old D salmon
Ôthe old woman dried the salmonÕ

(b) úu+úuÅã+tu+b ú\ ti luñ© ti �a�as
PNT+go+ICS+MD P D old D child
Ôthe old man took the boyÕ

(c) úu+ú\y©+du+b ú\ ti �©a�©as ti sqã\bayú
PNT+find+LC+MD P D child D dog
Ôthe boy found the dogÕ

(d) úu+úuÅã+c+\b ú\ ti luñ© ti �a�as
PNT+go+APPL+MD P D old D child
Ôthe old man went after the boyÕ

(Hess 1993a: 29 Ð 38)

¥ the passive is built on a transitivized
(patient-oriented) stem profiling a dis-
tinct initiator and endpoint

¥ like the middle, whose tr is identified
with an endpoint, passives profile the
affected element (transitive endpoint)

¥ middle voice is profile determinant,
shifting subject/trajector status from
the initiator of the transitive clause to
the direct object (affected endpoint)

¥ the middle prototype does not include
the non-thematic participant, which
must thus surface as a PP, ∴  like a mid-
dle, a passive is intransitive

(16) Composition of §abat\b Ôto be driedÕ

trtr l m

tr

§abad

-b

§abat\b

I E

I E

E

I

IX) Summary

¥ verbs are built up from stative roots by affixes that change valency and event structure
¥ agent-orienting -b suffix establishes a causative action chain with the trajector as initiator

and some entity in its possessive domain as the endpoint
¥ patient-orienting suffixes create a prototypical transitive action chain
¥ this analysis also accounts for the inflectional properties of the passive voice
¥ Lushootseed morphology reflects a formal encoding of the causativity inherent in transi-

tive constructions, and thus offers some insight into the relationship between transitivity
and causation, and into the semantic characteristics of the transitive event
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